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nsport and the prediction of
a valid area to be trapped based on a plasmonic
antenna array

Chang-gui Lu, †* Xue-fang Hu,† Ze-rong Yuan and Yi-ping Cui

Optical antennas are promising for optical trapping and particle manipulation, when converting light

between localized energy and freely propagating radiation. In this paper, we proposed a numerical

method for the transport of nanoparticles using the optical force field over a plasmonic Au antenna

array. The plasmonic Au antenna array is designed to produce strong near-field hot spots when

illuminated by a plane wave. The hot spots function as optical traps, separately addressable by their

resonant wavelengths. By changing the traps sequentially, the nanoparticles can be handed off between

adjacent traps. We also demonstrated a valid area in which the nanoparticles could be trapped and

transferred stably by discussing the trapping potential that particles encountered. The simulated and

calculated results showed that this method had promising applications in the field of biochemical

diagnoses and high-accuracy optical manipulation.
1. Introduction

Optical tweezers have found tremendous application in various
areas, including colloidal sciences, chemistry, and biophysics
since their invention several decades ago.1–5 However, high
numerical aperture and large incident intensity are required to
get enough optical force when nanoparticles need to be
manipulated. This also may damage the biological cell or
specimen due to the heat generated by large incident power.6,7

As the metal surface plasmon resonance structures with local-
ized strong gradient electric elds can be used to optically trap
nanoparticles,8–13 many groups have focused on the optical
trapping for a long time.14–16 The optical force on the nano-
particles caused by the evanescent eld can draw the nano-
particles into a ‘hot spot’. The structures that are used to
produce the ‘hot spots’ are various, such as coaxial plasmonic
apertures,17 optical antennas18 and hybrid plasmonic
waveguides.19

In recent years, several studies have demonstrated the
promise of plasmonic optical trapping and transport.20–22 For
example, Kai Wang and his colleagues had proposed a method
to trap and rotate the nanoparticles. In his letter, although the
gold pillars can be used to trap and rotate the nanoparticles, but
the nanoparticles just rotate around the gold pillars, not a long
distance transport.10 Paul Hansen proposed a C-shape nano-
structures with different sizes to realize nanoparticles transport.
Nanoparticles may be handed off between adjacent traps which
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separately addressable by the resonant wavelengths and polar-
izations.23,24 Zhiwen Kang proposed a similar plasmonic system
consisting of graded sizes nanodisks. Nanoparticles can be
transferred from one disk to another disk by switching excita-
tion wavelength.25 However, Shuang Zhang and his colleagues
have proposed a plasmonic array structure with varying lengths
Au antennas in his paper. It showed that the gold thin-lm
antennas could be used to control light at the nanoscale.26 As
the resonant wavelength is related to the length of the antenna
closely, it enable the Au antenna a potential application in the
optical trapping, biochemical diagnose and high-accuracy
optical manipulation. Although trap and transport the parti-
cles can be realized effortless, what attract our attention is the
valid area in which the particles can be trapped. Thus, a further
study about the application of this Au antennas and make
a prediction about the valid area in which the particles can be
trapped is of great signicance.

In this paper, we numerically designed a plasmonic Au
antenna array as a conveyor belt to transport the particle by
changing the resonant wavelength, the transporting distance is
about 270 nm, and we also predicted the valid area in which the
particles can be trapped stably. Although many research have
been focused to trap and transport the particles, but it is rare to
predict the valid area in which the particles can be trapped, if we
can predict the valid area where the particles can be trapped, it
can be used to avoid the waste of the cell or protein in the
experiment and improved the efficiency greatly, which makes
this work very meaningful. This method may provide a path
toward the biochemical diagnose or high-accuracy optical
manipulation.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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2. Model

The schematic of the plasmonic Au antenna array is shown in
Fig. 1(a), it consists of four optical dipole antennas which have
a slight difference in length. Each antenna can focus the inci-
dent light into the small gap in the middle of the antenna
couple. The gap area is seen as a ‘hot spot’ which can be used to
trap nanoparticles. However, it is different from the common
method when several antennas are combined to make up
a system. As is shown in Fig. 1(b), the lengths of the antennas
are 170 nm, 200 nm, 230 nm, 260 nm respectively. The resonant
wavelength is related to the length of the antenna closely, and
the gradually changed antennas are similar to a trapezoid. The
width and thickness of the all antennas are 50 nm and 30 nm.
The gap between nearest antennas is 35 nm and the distance
between two arms is 40 nm. The value of gap between nearest
antennas is of great important because an ideal value can
ensure a larger capture range and a lower interference between
antennas. On account of the technological reason, it is unlikely
to make the edges of antennas sharp perfectly. Thus, the edges
of the antenna are set as the llets to reect the reality closely.
The curvature radius of the rounding antenna edges is 15 nm.
The nite-element method is employed to calculate the optical
response of the plasmonic system under the illumination of
a normal incident plane wave with the electric eld X-polarized.
The perfect matching layers are set to the absorption boundary.

The nanostructure consists of four Au antennas on the glass
substrate, they are distributed independent but coupled with
each other. The surrounding liquid environment is the water (n
Fig. 1 (a) Schematic illustration of the Au antenna array. (b) Upper surface
of antennas when antennas are calculated respectively. (d) Field enhancem
antennas is considered.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
¼ 1.33). The relative permittivity of Au is from ED Palik's data.27

Mutual coupling exists in the adjacent antennas and it is the
reason why we choose such a complex structure. When the
optical responses of antennas are analyzed independently, as
shown in Fig. 1(c), there is no coupling effect between adjacent
antennas, but the interference is obvious. Take the antenna 1
for example, the eld enhancement of antenna 2 is also
tremendous at the resonant wavelength of antenna 1, which
hindered the transport of the particle at the point A. However,
when mutual coupling effect is taken into account, things are
different. As is shown in Fig. 1(d), take the antenna 1 for
example as before, the eld enhancement of antenna 2 can be
ignored at the resonant wavelength of antenna 1, the resonant
antenna suppresses the other non-resonant antennas. At each
optical excitation wavelength, only a single antenna was
strongly excited.26 This effect is helpful to overcome the obstacle
in the process of particle's transport. Because the antenna with
different size corresponds to different excitation wavelength,
the stable transport is impossible if the interference exists. Aer
parameter sweep process, we choose the resonant wavelength as
follows: 1190 nm, 1324 nm, 1462 nm and 1592 nm. Due to the
optimal optical response and the maximum optical force is
obtained at these wavelength.
3. Methods

To get accurate optical force exerted on the small particles,
Maxwell stress tensor (MST) formalism is applied here.28 The
total time-averaged electromagnetic force is given by:
of the Au antenna array. (c) Field enhancement factor in central region
ent factor in central region of antennaswhen coupling effect between

RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 12102–12106 | 12103
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F ¼
þ
S

hTidS (1)

It is a closed surface integral in which the particle is
enclosed. Maxwell stress tensor T is given by:30

T
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where I
! 

denotes the unit tensor. It is worth noting that optical
force derived from Maxwell stress tensor method represent the
net force exerted on the particles, and 30 and m0 are the
permittivity and the permeability of the medium,
respectively.

The trapping potential determines the stability of the optical
trap. It could derive from the optical forces. The trapping
potential of a particle located at r0 is given by:29

Uðr0Þ ¼
ðr0
N

FðrÞdr (3)

As we all know, Brownian motion exists in solution and it is
the main interfering factor of stable trapping because the
random thermal motion could release the particle out of the
trap well. In theory, 1KBT potential trap well is enough to
Fig. 2 (a) The transport process of nano-particles. Blue circles in the fig
The trapping potential diagram of transport process. Position of trapping
ideal situation, particles would be trapped in the deepest position of pot
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overcome the effect of Brownian motion30 (KB is Boltzmann's
constant, and T is the temperature, we assume it 300 K here).
4. Particle transport

In this section, we analyzed the whole process of particle
transport. As mentioned above, the metal antenna nano-
structure could be used to trap nanoparticles because of
gradient optical eld. The antenna array also could be seen as
several independent antennas. A whole transport process could
be split into several steps as follows: as shown in Fig. 2(a),
rstly, the particle is trapped by the shortest antenna at the
excitation wavelength of 1190 nm. Then, the second antenna
turned to resonant but the rst antenna become disresonance
when the excitation wavelength is switched to 1324 nm. So, the
capture center moves from point A to point B. In the mean time,
the force exerted on the particle drag it from point A to point B.
This process could be described as the particle ‘slide’ into the
trap well produced by the second antenna. Thirdly, the excita-
tion wavelength is changed to 1462 nm and then the capture
center is moving to point C when the particle is trapped stably at
the point B. Finally, a steady transfer from point C to point D
can be realized by switching the incident wavelength to
1592 nm. Fig. 2(b) shows the trapping potential diagram of
transport process. Blue circles in the gures indicate the
ure indicate the trapped particles in the central region of antennas. (b)
potential is also changed with the wavelength of incident light. In the
ential well.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 (a) Dash lines in the figure are selected as calculation paths. We choose such three calculation paths for every antenna. (b) Trapping
potential diagramof the lines in (a). The dash line parallel to the X axis is drawn to indicate the 1KBT trapping potential and two dash lines parallel to
the Y axis show the x-coordinates corresponding to the critical trapping potential depth. (c) The blue circles demonstrate the valid area we care
about. The boundary points in figure are corresponding to 1KBT trapping potential.
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location of particles. In theory, point A, B, C and D are all
capture centers so that the particles will be trapped in these
points (the lowest position of the potential curve in Fig. 2(b)).
The incident power intensity we used here is a modest value 5
mW mm�2. The refractive index of the particle (n) was set to 2
(ref. 17) – an intermediate value between the typical refractive
index of biological species such as proteins (n ¼ 1.6)31 and the
II–VI quantum dots such as CdSe quantum dots (n ¼ 2.4).32 It
could be used to model not only a large and low refractive index
particle, but also small and high refractive index particle. The
proposed structures may enable the application of biochemical
diagnose and high-accuracy optical manipulation. The particle
size is set as 90 nm to matching the parameter of plasmonic Au
antenna array, and it is placed about 5 nm away on the upper
surface of antenna array. As the particle is under a downward
force at any resonant wavelength in such a distance, the whole
particles we simulated in the Z plane can be regard as
capturable.
5. Valid area prediction

The all above calculations are under the condition that the
particle locates in the central axis of the metal structure.
However, the reality is complex, the particle may appear
randomly in the solution. So it would be gratifying if we can give
a certain area in which the particle could be trapped and
transferred stably.

The force situation of the particle can be calculated by
sweeping the position of the particle. The trapping potential is
also calculated on the basis of force situation. As is shown in
Fig. 3(a), take the antenna 1 as an example, the distance from
particle center to central axis was changed and the particle
position was swept along the dash line in the gure. The
boundary line (potential is 1KBT on the boundary line) was
determined by calculating the trapping potential.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Fig. 3 shows the results in detailed. As is shown in Fig. 3(a),
take the antenna 1 as an example, we choose three lines with
different positions as the calculation paths. We calculate the
force eld and trapping potential applied on the particles along
the three dash lines in Fig. 3(a). Results are shown in Fig. 3(b). A
dash line parallel to the X axis is drawn to indicate the 1KBT
trapping potential and two dash lines parallel to the Y axis show
the x-coordinates corresponding to the critical trapping poten-
tial depth. The two points x ¼ �75 nm and x ¼ 75 nm on the X
axis are the critical points. It means the particles in this range
would be trapped stably in the central region of antenna 1. The
effective trapping range of line 1 and line 3 are calculated in the
same way.

Aer the 12 calculation paths of the antennas were calcu-
lated, as is shown in Fig. 3(c), we can get the valid area in which
the particle would be trapped and transferred stably. These
boundary points, corresponding to 1KBT trapping potential,
were located on the structure diagram. The blue areas in the
Fig. 3(c) are the valid area we desired. The particle would be
trapped stably as soon as it enters to the valid area we demon-
strated, it will benets a lot in the eld of biochemical diagnose
and high-accuracy optical manipulation. For example, it can be
used to avoid the waste of the cell or protein in the experiment
and improved the efficiency greatly.
6. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have realized a stable nanoparticles transport
numerically based on a plasmonic Au antenna array. The
antenna array consists of four antennas with a varying length
surrounded by the water. The nite-element method is used to
simulate electromagnetic eld distribution, and the maxwell
stress tensor is employed to calculate the optical force applied
on the particles in the electromagnetic eld. In addition, the
trapping potential is analyzed to verify the stability of the
trapped particles. We also give the valid area in which the
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 12102–12106 | 12105
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particles could be trapped and transferred stably by drawing the
outline of boundary points with 1KBT trapping potential. Our
work not only provides a solution to realize the nanoparticles
transport, but also predicted a valid area where the particles can
be trapped. It is helpful in the eld of biochemical diagnose and
high-accuracy optical manipulation.
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